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Purpose of the visit

The purpose of this research stay was to set up a new staton for contnuous monitoring of
atmospheric carbon dioxide and methane in Ambarchik at the coast of the Arctc Ocean. The rural
locality of Ambarchik is currently abandoned except for a weather staton with a permanent staf
of four. This makes the former village a remote locaton with litle infuence from local
anthropogenic sources. The data obtained at the site on a long-term basis will be used in future
studies of carbon exchange processes between the atmosphere and the Arctc Shelves and the
Tundra biome. 

Figure 1: The locaton of the new monitoring staton Ambarchik in the context of the panarctc CH4

monitoring network.



Descripton of the work carried out during the visit

A 20 m tower with a 7 m extension was erected. On top of the tower, at 27 m a.g.l., an air inlet has
been mounted. A secondary inlet has been fxed at 14 m a.g.l. to check the data for local
contaminaton. Equipment for measuring meteorological conditons has been installed, including a
2D sonic anemometer for wind speed and directon, pressure-, temperature- and humidity-
sensors.
Tubing and wires connect the gear at the tower with a CRDS analyzer for CO2, CH4 and H2O (Picarro
G2301), and a data logger (Campbell Scientfc CR3000), which are located inhouse within a
temperature-controlled rack.
The measurement system was completed by the installaton of an airfow control system (prepared
and tested before the trip) for automatc calibraton using dry air gas cylinders, with mixing ratos
of CO2 and CH4 calibrated against WMO standards prior to shipment.
Afer successful installaton, the sampling strategy (frequency of measurements at the secondary
inlet) has been adjusted to the observed variability of atmospheric methane and carbon dioxide.
Air samples from the major local contaminaton sources (Diesel generator and heatng) have been
measured with the Picarro analyzer to obtain the trace gas signatures of the polluton. This will
simplify the identfcaton of local polluton of the measured air.
Our collaborators from the host insttuton have been introduced to and trained on the
maintenance of the system.

Figure 2: Lef: the Ambarchik weather staton with the newly erected tower. Right: the author
installing the calibraton gas tanks. In the background: the rack harboring the Picarro analyzer,
data logger, air fow control system, etc. Image courtesy of M. Hertel.

Descripton of the main results obtained

The new monitoring site for atmospheric carbon dioxide and methane has been successfully set up
in Ambarchik. The measurement system and the quality control procedures have been verifed to
functon properly. Signatures of local air polluton sources have been obtained to enable
discrimaton of contaminated air. The frst few days of data have been obtained. 



Figure 3: Air sampled from the heatng chimney of the Ambarchik weather staton. The exhaust air
is slightly depleted in CH4.

Future collaboraton with host insttuton

There will be a permanent collaboraton with the host insttuton to ensure maintenance and data
transfer. More visits to the host insttuton will take place if required. The measurement program
might be extended by a fask sampler to measure the isotopic compositon of methane. 

Projected publicatons / artcles resultng or to result from the grant

The prospectve long-term record from the Ambarchik carbon observaton staton is expected to be
used in a number of studies. One applicaton currently planned is to estmate the amount of CH4

released from the shelves of the Arctc Ocean via an inverse model of atmospheric transport.


